THE COUNTRY AND ITS POPULATION
an ancient common speech, from which were also derived the
ancient languages of Persia and India. Philologists consider that
the separation between them probably took place before the
sixteenth century b.c.
Although the Gauls were a people that existed in historic times,
we know very little about them; we possess no documents written
by them, except a few inscriptions of quite an insignificant charac-
ter in the Celtic tongue, but written in the Greek alphabet. All
that we know of them has come down to us from foreign peoples,
the Greeks or Romans, and almost all of it dates from the closing
days of their life as an independent people. Our information
consists of a few half-legendary accounts of wars included in the
compilations of inferior historians, a few remarks by the Greek
geographers and the naturalist Pliny the Elder, the fragments of
a Greek traveller Posidonius, who described the habits of the war-
like peoples of the Marseilles region towards the end of the second
century b.c., and, chief of all, the account of the conquest of Gaul
written by Julius Caesar. In short, what we know about the Gauls
is due mainly to the general who fought against them.
The number of inhabitants is unknown to us. For the region
between the Alps, the Pyrenees, and the Rhine, included by Caesar
under the common designation of Gallia, it has been variously
estimated at between four and six million inhabitants.1 It is cer-
tain, at least, that Gaul possessed a settled agricultural population
far more thickly settled than that of Germania beyond the Rhine,
and produced so much corn that Caesar's army was always able
to obtain its supplies in the country.
5ORGANIZATION OF THE PEOPLES OF GAUL
The population was not united in a single nation. Within the
bounds of what he calls Gaul, Csesar distinguishes peoples of three
kinds: the Aquitani between the Pyrenees and the Garonne, the
Gauls between the Garonne and the region to the north of the
Seine, and the Belgae between the Seine and the Rhine. The
Aquitani, split up into quite small mountain tribes, seem to have
1 The numbers of fighting men given by Csesar do not provide a sure basis for
calculating the population; for Roman generals were in the habit of exorbitantly
exaggerating the numbers of the armies opposed to them.
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